
Moscore QM - Bug #223

In qualifying mode the HDD scoreboard does not hold the display of lap times

06/29/2014 05:53 AM - Walter Pate

Status: Closed Start date: 06/29/2014

Priority: Urgent Due date:  

Assignee: Jamie Pate % Done: 0%

Category: Score board Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 1.3.29 Spent time: 2.50 hours

Description

when in Qualifying Mode,  and a drivers name and time is displayed on a n HDD scoreboard, the display will blank at various time, it

is not consistant but the display will sometimes only flash the recent time, and sometimes it will retain it a little longer then blank out

Note the above tests were done at the track June 28  and the results were consistant, it even did it when I removed the connection to

the scoreboard. however when I took my computer to the motel, I could not repeat the condition Put this on hold till I can confirm it

again on June 29

History

#1 - 06/29/2014 04:45 PM - Jamie Pate

- Status changed from New to Feedback

#2 - 06/30/2014 06:28 AM - Jamie Pate

- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

Was able to duplicate without scoreboard present. Logic for when to update alpha characters was flawed, and the 2nd update would actually post

laps/race order (which is '') if the same alpha text was posted twice in a row (fast times setting will trigger it a lot)

#3 - 07/01/2014 01:18 AM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

Tested Scoreboard at Madera with Code Gear update , Tested OK ready for Update.

Jamie can you prepare a new v1 3 29 release.

Tuesday July 2nd is 8:30 Pit meeting, Controlled Practice to follow The update should be installed b4 Wednesday Qualifying (8:30 AM)
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